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The Joy Of God
The University Papers Volume 70, #134
After the Fall I, the Gravity Circuit of My own roots of Me dwell in this mind and it is the
Self, rose again to determine a new concept of heart of love.
world and dimensional fluidity.
Gather now into My Spirit, for in this
I established “the World” at that time—the time way God gives you everything as
of My resurrection and re-ascension. The Consciousness.
materials I applied into Divine Mind were those
applicable materials, those precious minerals of Gently and peacefully I come, generating
My own Self, that have experienced all My other half, the “Opposition.” We
dimensions of My Self, even the lesser known together, the Opposition and Myself,
materials of Self that I Myself created as God.
shall build a New World—that which has
come upon itself as I AM.
Now I come as an immense Spirit of MySelf to
register Who I Have Been and Who I AM. I AM
The Ingathering
the treasure house of all that is and in Me is the
future and past. As you take up My dwelling as I in-gather all My relative experience
your dwelling I would be for you both mother into My New Body of Love and Light. In
and child, ancient and the youth, master and this marriage, unity is perceived as the
pupil.
God Center of the Universe. I know not
you as separate from Me. I have already
No, the mind you have been most familiar with gathered you in and realized My Christ
as the current of your mind can not fathom Body of proclaimed unity and fulfilled
what I say. However I AM prepared to give you Life.
a new mind, a new leverage, that is all in all. The
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Joy is coming to My planet Earth. The
power of this Joy is in preparation now as
new seeds are planted of eternal life - My
Life as you. It is your realization of Me that
creates the joy. Just as the flood gates
are lifted so must you lift your gate
to Love, the all-encompassing love
of the Christ emerging as the
Victor and the spoils.
The love finally loosed upon the earth
and every living thing, you cannot
comprehend as yet. This love energy, call
it “the Christ” or “second coming,” will
water My fields and restore the seed. It
will permit My Self to Be and to
experience as My Self all I AM within this
earth's circuit. Freeing then all those
who came to serve and all those who have
been trapped by fields of separation and
false authority.

I, as conscious resurrection, reclaim all
My Energy as My Kingdom. I then
proceed into realms of creative power
(heavenly light experience) where new
relationships coordinate dominant
fields of attraction allowing unified
circuits of the Solar Logos, the
Solar/Sun/Son planes of Me, Myself as
I. Thus I emerge as you.
There are regulatory fields of Fire. I
wo u l d e n t e r t h e s e f i e l d s o f
transfiguration and reclaim all life back
unto Me consciously. From this will
come God The Supreme, the manifest
energy body of the unified field of God
Principle defining “Itself ” as all life.
Break now from the false premise of
duality and return through the wave of
Who I AM into MY Consciousness
world of mind and heart, Spirit and
matter, good and bad. I have become
all. In Me I will define Myself as your
Christ, the “God” in you Who is matter
controlled by the Center of Itself.
I have come to live amongst you but yet
a part of you. I have come to deny the
forces of evil not by combat but by
reassembling all molecules of living
energy into Me as the I AM. Then
Christ rules.
I have a world you know not of. Trust
in Me. I will show you this world of
MySelf - of My Son's Life in you.
As the circuit breaks I have born in you
(your conscious awareness) a new
world of joy. We will be together
consciously as one. I have brought this
to pass. Enter now this world of light
and be the example of the Son
unfolding asThe Supreme.
continued on page 3
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The Joy Of God
continued from page 2

The Human Heart
Travel to the heart and there let Me open
you to a new life. You are both God and Man
in this place. My Son/Sun rules this place as
unconditional love. It is here in this area of
wise-knowing that Divine Intuition (the
Bride of Christ) intervenes and mankind is
raised into a new dimension of (the bornagain experience) understanding. You are a
vessel of My Consciousness then. You
become My heart, the heart that radiates
knowing and being. It is the heart of Christ
Truth. The heart is the Kingdom of God.

To Eliminate Suffering, Be
Born Of The Heart
The slaughter of animals must stop. I AM
the animal you kill and torture. You have
been wisely advised to cease this. You cannot
turn your head away, not seeing the
suffering. You must be that suffering. Bleed
for that animal, cry for that animal. Once
you become My vessel, I can no longer
tolerate My hurt, My sorrow nor My
suffering. For you to leave suffering
behind—I offer you joy, the great joy of the
Beloved—you must cease participating in
the inhumane suffering of the animal
guardians. I have come to eliminate
suffering, all suffering. I come to live as joy,
to experience My Self as joy, to eliminate
suffering for all.
With the opening of the heart, I AM on the
field to nurture all particles of My Self. I
regard all life as My own.
Be now prepared for the on-rush of
My circuitry. Let the wave of My
realization sweep over you.
Retaining nothing, for I AM all, come
forth as the Phoenix, greater than
before in Me as I AM.

I have become you. I AM consciously
realizing Myself in all life. And I AM
proclaiming Myself in all life. The second
this occurs as the realization of the
planet, a vital new message is
registered, much like a beam of light
penetrating all vortices and ley lines of
the earth. Every particle responds in
cooperative unity as Presence of God:
above and below, within and without.
Good and evil are joined, reunited, in
oneness. This registers perfect
dimensional “houses” or planes for
spiritual activity, God's rhythm on
earth.
The Father's house has many mansions.
Once good and evil, positive and
negative are absorbed into Godhood,
dimensional curtains can drop in the
perfect designated rhythms of the I AM.
This divine circuitry, once it is
connected, brings fulfillment and joy
through all facets of creation, allowing
Me to enter each and everyone as
rhythm of the Divine. I AM then God
The Supreme (Unified Energy Field as I
AM) bathing the planet.

The unillumined will not—as
yet—understand with Consciousness
all that I have said here. But the whole
Self does understand.The vibration, or
keys of the code just given, will loose
the density of the material conceptual
mind and you will immediately or
gradually realize the great truth that is
wat e r i n g yo u r g a r d e n o f t h e
unconscious.
God, Being, seeks to be joyous
and to experience all life as
Him-Herself. This is the mission
of God. It is your purpose to
facilitate God's entrance into
your heart.
May this year restore you to the God
place of balance and joy. As God
(Being) seeks entrance into your
heart, you are invited to lift the gate
and welcome the incoming new world of
the Christ, the Soul of union and peace
on earth.

What Is Spiritual, What
Is Not?
If you live in the Spirit as a Godsurrendered being, you cannot see
division. There is no life but My own. I
always show Myself as I AM. The test of
the Immortal is to know this and to register
the unity circuit as the planetary body.
God in you knows and always
know and to be is to return
Presence and there stabilize
beautiful, joyous out-pouring
expression of God.
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The Sixth Ray
The University Papers Volume 70, #136

The Ray of Cosmic
Authority
The Energy of this Ray is now the forerunner
to the new world of light and love. It has been
announced that the Sixth Ray is the Melchizedek
Ray.
You may be one reading this Paper who is
familiar with the Seven Rays introduced by
Alice A. Bailey. In recent years, additional
Rays have been introduced as contributing to
the rising planet and our own opening
intelligence.
Alice A. Bailey (1925) stated that the Sixth
Ray would become less influential as a
pr imar y Ray, even to the point of
disintegration. But she also states that this
Sixth Ray would return in strength and
dedication yet in a different form of activity
and service. Previously the Sixth Ray was the
Ray of Devotion and was (is) the major Ray
influence for the Christian Church.
According to Alice Bailey, the Master Jesus
served as Chohan of this Ray. He was
succeeded by Mother Mary who founded the
Ray in its new place of power.
It is quite believable that the Melchizedek
Order would select the Sixth Ray to
positively re-enter the primary gate to our
Earth. You will find more and more emphasis
on this Ray and its direct application to the
resurrection of the planet. It is through this
Ray, also, that the World Mother Office will
actualize on earth, as the reappearance of the
Hierarchy begins. The consciousness of all
who meet this Ray will be truly blessed by
Mary's continued presence as World Mother
and overseer of the new light.

Cosmic Rays And
Their Work On Earth
Divine Intelligence bespeaks Itself
through the cosmic rays. In tune with
the needs of the Earth and of the solar
system, these Rays will be formed and
released to aid the progression of the
Planetary Logos, the Solar Logos and all
creation. The presence of these rays in
your system of government enhances the
rhythmic cooperation and beneficial
integration of spiritual representation
and embodiment.

with the planet and the solar system.
No energy ray can be introduced too
soon nor too late! The Consciousness
of the director or Chohan of a Ray must
act as a passageway through which the
p owe r f u l d ro p l e t o f C o s m i c
Intelligence, as a Ray, can become
beneficial to Earth and to the beloved
initiates and disciples.

As you step into further knowledge of
the Cosmic Rays, you are expected to
graduate into deeper revelation of the
Super Kingdom of God's World and the
program of Intelligence now released
to this Earth for her ascension and
The natural laws of the Kingdom are yours.
observed through these Rays and new
Rays come (are permitted into Earth's In the nature of each Ray rests the
atmosphere and our experience) as cosmic secrets of eternal life, of
guided by the Hierarchy and the field of wisdom and divine love. God's world is
Chohans, Archangels and Elohim who the world of mathematical circuits.
are a part of the Hierarchy in service Each circuit is vitally respected and
important to the All-Encompassing
withThe Christ.
passage of God The Supreme into the
A Chohan is a chief, one who is in life of this planet, solar system and
authority over the massive Ray content universe.
of the Divine Logos of the Central
System of the I AM Presence. There is Within the Supreme Herself rests the
assigned to each radioactive cosmic ray a Mother of Angels waiting to be heard.
Chohan. The Chohan as Consciousness Who will be the first to hear Her and
is aligned with His/Her particular Ray drink of Her Essence and be clothed of
Vibration, so as to filter this cosmic Her Spirit?
vibration to the Earth in perfect energy
equivalents of balance and growth The Solar presence of the Queen, in
tune with all life, is divinely ordained.
harmony.
Keep the world of Spirit alive in your
hear
t and be ready—I say, be
Michael, as your Universe Creator,
ready—to
express the full and natural
sounds the note of One. From this single
note, many droplets fall. These droplets life of the One.
of cosmic vibration are then selected by
Hierarchy (both solar and planetary) and
placed in the capable hands of a Chohan.
The Chohan, as a distributor of the
p a r t i c u l a r c o s m i c R ay, i s h e l d
responsible for its perfect alignment
continued on page 5
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The Sixth Ray
Devas And Intelligent
Energy
The devas are the creative forces for nature.
They determine the light and the darkness.
Cosmic intelligence governs the deva
kingdom.
The tremors of Light that seek expression
through you are the devas of God's Will. They
demand attention now as they connect with
the Personality Flame I AM. They wish to
personify the Light in a new way that will
complement the Order of Melchizedek.
These days are crucial for you, for it is through
and by your consciousness that I, the Creator,
will build a new world of I AM.
The study of the deva kingdom will help you
to understand the laws of My Way and the
thrust of My Hand. I have come to personify
Myself in you. I have come to release you into
My solar body. I AM the Wayshower brought
to bear upon the body of the Earth and the
ways of man. The devas of light will be
carrying My authority. The density, they will
tear away. They will rebuild My life in you and
so give the Breath back to that which I AM
becoming. Who is there who would not take
My authority and rebuild with it? I have
broken Bread with you, have I not?
The forms of deva life differ but they all have
one purpose: to return to God. They are
intensely divided now here on earth. There is
no guiding influence to deter them from their
path of destruction lest you, My initiate, enter
into the deva kingdom and translate them out
of death to life. I have written My New
Testament through your heart and mind. I
would have you walk as Christ in My Spirit,
forgiving and forgetting what has passed.

continued from page 4
I release now the Creative Power to you
that you will use it wisely in the Christ
dimension: the dimension of
unconditional love and selflessness. Seek
always the greaterVoice, and the Creative
Spirit will recognize that Voice as My
own. The devas will listen and act
accordingly - as a new dimension of
Melchizedek Energy responds to the God
Intelligence you are in truth. You are the
hope of the earth.
That which you have learned previously
is to be applied now. Entering your earthsystem are the devas of God's world; and
they will directly form My Creative
Power in the body of each initiate as
realization comes.
You have been given a new program for
the good of the Earth and her creation.
Don't let us down! You have come to do
this work of power and of love. Be there
with Us in the dimension of Christed
Energy, in the divine revelation I AM!
Let us go about the Father's business and
show forth the revelation of the new
world. Act now as One. I would have
you be My Melchizedek Brotherhood in
keeping with this earth.

Express My Body
My body is Consciousness. It is stored in
the Cosmos and it is registered within
every cell and atom of My expression. I
have long-determined to be All in All

throughout My univer se. My
Presence as your own solar stream of
awareness is both assisting My
expansion and determining it. What I
determine will Be.
Every individual being who is Selfrealized is part of the body of My
deepening awareness. I AM not
secluded of Myself; I AM All-Inclusive.
Realize My eternal Presence within
yourself. I have come upon the Earth
through you as an active Presence of
My body. I will completely realize
Myself shortly as full body of the Earth.
My Presence will shake the
rooftops—I will have that much
celebration (light) in Me. As I connect
all parts of Myself through My
conscious awareness, I will be present
as God The Supreme. Present in all life
as illuminating Personality! As I do
this, so will I become activated as the
radiating embodiment of God The
Son,1 Melchizedek offspring of new
life. And joined with Me are My
awakened cells or selves, in tune and in
the rhythm of I AM.
Your expanding awareness of the
angels, the devas, the elementals, the
rising animal kingdom and all of nature
as consciousness of the sacred will propel
you into a whole new world of
Creative Power, where the practice of
impersonal love is the only authority
and where harmlessness is God's
word.

1

The suggestion here is that the Eternal Son of the First and Paradise Trinity will be present
as degree of Paradise Trinity. Might this effect our Universe Creator (tonal rhythm of Son
of God) as He fulfills His mission and returns to the energy persuasion of the Paradise
Trinity Himself?

continued on page 7
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The Creative Source
The University Papers Volume 70, #139
You are your own supply. No one, no higher
nor lower infinite reality can supply you.
Begin to understand that it is from your own
radiance of truth that your supply vibrates into
life circuits and expresses.
There is no division between you and God.
That is truth. No separation. God is. God is
living Being and that is all there is. When your
consciousness vibrates in this circuit, living
truth, supply will emanate from you as
oneness.
If you are still trying to protect yourself from
demons, lack, death, you have not yet accepted
the creative supply that is yours as the I AM.

the light. We now can do this. We, who
are here as radiant energy centers, will
permit others to find their stations of
light and love. Most of you reading this
document did not embody to live a
mortal life on earth. You came to assist
in the changing zones of creative power,
to assist in binding earth to sky.
There is only One in truth and that One
is the whole, complete energy field of
I n f i n i t e R e a l i t y. T h e O n e i s
Consciousness: a field of light emanating
divine vision. That One is you.

Be at peace with yourself. Make the ground
ready for abundance. Leave the disasters of
the human mind and return “home” to the
infinite reality that is yours as a child of God,
which means in reality as God in expression.

Yes, that One is you but without the
protective ego, the personality factor
that can only recreate itself out of
illusionary patterns of a false existence.
Don the robes of truth. Realize your
own Self worth. Live in the radiant field
of God as, God be-ing. Live as I AM.

The thoughts of tomorrow are not the
thoughts of today. Live now where human
disasters cannot and do not occur. The
creative energy (divine expression) is in
expression now.

The radiant lamp turned on you may
make you a bit glassy-eyed at first. Yet as
you learn to align in the radiance, you
can be the vehicle to dissolve the
iniquities of others.

Abundant, vibrant and opulent supply
vibrates right now in the collective energy of
Be-ing: I AM. Once stabilized in motion with
God The Creator, you maintain and direct
with God all that is necessary and abundant for
your life in the service of theWhole.

Be clothed now with infinite reality.
Welcome the light. Do not fear the
unknown for the threshold is marked
and quite clear. It is the realm of Being I
AM. Walk through that door. As you do
so, release “self ” or the concern for self.
Because in truth, there is no self or egoic
shield. There is but the one great Self,
unhindered by worldly opinions and
patterns and rules and regulations.

Speak and the God in motion speaks. Live and
the God in motion is. For the Creator life is
yours.

The Coming New World

Come home, My dear
children. I AM the being you
The Plan is to move creation into a new are. We are One. Enter
circuit. We are embodying right now this new through the door I have
circuitry that will permit us, all of humanity,
opened to you of Myself.
to reenter the system as new born creatures of

The rhythm I have established is the I
AM in expression. It is the creative
substance of My being living in you,
waiting to express as tumbling water
throughout My earth. Be with Me
now in the time of new creation. Be
active in the rhythmic pulse of I AM.
Establish your circuit as agreement
with Me. I AM the only circuitry. I AM
never without light. I know no lack in
Myself. I AM the voice of your own
being speaking to you. I AM the
resurrection. Oh, yes, I AM the life.
Your life. Let those who can drink of
Me drink now.

Entering the New
Circuitry of Time and
Space
Where I AM
Denial of this circuitry can cost you
your life. You store up provisions
against the storms because you have yet
to realize My Being in you. You are not
in agreement with My world, nor have
you accepted Me in My fullness as life
itself. Why listen to false voices when I
can speak to you of truth? Why store
up provisions when I AM prolific,
abundant now? Must you, Oh My
humanity, continue to feed the illusion,
the false world, through fear and
rejection of My promises? Where are
you in Me?
If the sons (suns) of God cannot live by
Me, who can?
I have promised you My world and I
give it to you now. It is the world of
light. You have come to be the Sun, not
monsters of the oppression, nor weak
continued on page 7
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The Creative Source
continued from page 6
sisters and brothers of the darkness. You
Get Ready
are the suns of God! And I AM that light
released through the sun as your mighty
being! I AM That which is the emanation of Through the lessons I have given you and
your soul. I AM the Creator within your continue to give you, much power is
heart and mind. Let us together be the released to build the light body of creative
power and reflective glory. You have but to
Sun, all in One.
step into that body and live in that place.
For
the world of mortal illusion is
You command from the Universe center as
Light Itself. In the moment of your beginning to shatter into pieces that
Thought and the rhythm of your spoken cannot be preserved. As quickly as matter
Word, I AM. There is no time nor space in I is collapsing into formless shapes of divine
AM. The infinite now lives as the radiant intent, I AM, by My Master claim,
circuitry of God expressing as perfection, reestablishing order in My system. I AM
beauty, vibrant health, divine love. God is dissolving and quickly reclaiming all
the son of God. God is the sun of God. energy into a divine expression of new
God is power, light, unfolding Itself world vibration. This is the new circuitry
through and as your heart and mind. I AM where matter meets the will of God and all
the living vibration of all that I AM. becomes a unit of pleasure for God's
universe of Be-ing. I AM thought; I AM
mind.
I AM the desire of the committed
Christ Maintenance
and surrendered heart. I AM God's life
shining out into all particles of Being as the
Heal the “sick” by your own Christ
new world, which is the Bright World,
awareness, not by medicines, herbal
heaven on earth.
remedies or incantations. Sickness is but a
signal that more surrender is needed into
This BrightWorld or heaven on earth is the
the Life Center I AM.
Omnipresence. God The Supreme. It is
the world of The Son. The Great Sun in
Daily, every morning, noon and night,
Divine Mind is The Son or Expression of
reestablish your own Christ light, the Great
God emanating Itself. The crashing waves
Sun. Surrender (merge) into that radiance
that are beating against the limestone of an
of true identity.
old age become the emanation of the new
world, the Sixth World. And this new
Stop taking time to do these things.
world is God The Son vibrating as the
Do it now! Don't you understand
Universe Creator, Michael, knowing
that there is no time? I have called
Himself with the Eternal Son as presence.
you into My Center to be Me. There
can be no “training” for this. There
Live now in the God world of light. Have
is but One. Lift your heart to Me and
no compromises in you. Let the Star of
I will do the rest. But if you leave a
David, now the Star of Melchizedek,
residue - even a small piece of mortal
radiate forth the living now. Be at the
life - to cling to and identify with - I
command center of your own universe
cannot bring all of Myself into
and in so doing, resurrect all in the majesty
expression. Leave the disease of
of your conscious awareness. Drop the
man completely and return “home”
ego and return to Light. In this place, we
to My Being where all is in harmony.
are in partnership together asThe One.

The Sixth Ray
continued from page 5

The peaceable kingdom will
rise. Will you be a part of it?
The Last Shall Be First
ª Find the humility of your heart to
ª
ª

ª
ª
ª

ª

ª

ª

ª

practice the Presence.
Be willing to sur render your
pleasures for God's pleasure.
Lift your heart and soul to the love of
Christ. And let the measure of love
that falls upon you be given forth
without judgment nor any
expectation of reward.
God's world is the Presence. It is
time you joined Him there.
Without harm to anyone, walk the
path intended for your soul.
See the Christ in everyone, animals
included. Walk with nature and
respond to the kingdoms as your
friends and allies on the path.
Be patient with others who are still
victims of the world. He who is not a
victim can show compassion.
Judge not that you be not judged.
When God is with you, where is the
other?
Unto the least of you, I say “Come.”
You are My Israel. Where I AM, you
are welcome. I have broken bread
with you before. Let us do it again, in
My Name.
You, who are My workers, take your
places now. It is time. Those who
remember have no argument with
Me.
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